Overview

OpenEMIS Assessments is an open source web based application to create EGRA and EGMA assessment packages and view the uploaded results for further analysis. OpenEMIS Assessments has a user-friendly interface that allows educationalists to create standard EGRA/EGMA questions in any language and then publish the package so that it can be downloaded and used offline in the OpenEMIS EGRA mobile app. Completed packages are then uploaded back to OpenEMIS Assessments for research and analysis.

Benefits

- Create, view, edit and publish assessment packages including author, publisher, grade, language and cost
- Edit standard EGRA tasks to create country and culture specific content
- Develop standard EGRA tasks in any language
- Published EGRA packages can be downloaded by the OpenEMIS EGRA mobile app and used offline without an internet connection.

Features

- Creation, view, edit and publish assessment packages
- Edit standard EGRA tasks including:
  - Listening Comprehension
  - Phonemic Awareness
  - Letter Sound Identification
  - Familiar Word Reading
  - Non Word Reading
  - Oral and Reading Comprehension
  - Dictation: Letter Writing

Requirements

- Operating system - Linux, Windows or Macintosh
- Webserver – Apache with PHP or IIS with PHP v5.4
- Database – MySQL v5, PostgresQL or SQL Server
- Browser - IE, Chrome, Firefox or Safari

Disclaimer

This datasheet is for informational purposes only. THERE ARE NO WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, IN THIS SUMMARY. Companies, names, and/or data used in screens and sample output are fictitious, unless otherwise noted.